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Plug-inSolar Panel Optimizer

MPPT plug-in intelligent optimizer suitable for all types of solar panel,
optimization+Lower voltage longer string+No hot spots

Based on global advanced semiconductor power optimization chip,
eliminate current mismatch,recovery of power generation losses

Solve the mismatch problems caused by occlusion, ash and snow, 
difference in orientation, difference in attenuation, 
double-sided power generation, etc.

Optimize power generation, reduce electricity cost, 
improve system reliability, and extend component lifetime

Different direction Hot spot effect Heavy snow Attenuation difference Shadow occlusion Dust

Optimize and recover 
power generation loss

Lower voltage longer string
connect more panles

No hot spots
safer and longer lifetime

1S quick shutdown
solar panel voltage less than 0.5V
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Specifications

Item name 1 to 1 plug-in Optimizer 1 to 2 plug-in Optimizer

Item No.

Input Max. input power

Working voltage range

MPPT voltage range

Max. input current

Overcurrent protection value

Over temperature protection value

Output Max. output current

Theoretical maximum output voltage

Output voltage limit value

System Voltage

72 cells panel in series@1100V

Conversion
 Efficiency

Peak efficiency

Power consumption @5A

Power consumption @8A

Power consumption @15A

Power consumption @12A

Installation Size

Weight

PV cable

Connector

Working Temperature

Protection class

Design lifetime

Standard function

upgradeable upgradeable

adjustable adjustable

pcs solar panels pcs solar panels

Input Input

Output Output

compatible/ / compatible

years years

optimization/lower voltage longer string/no hot spot

Advantage of lower voltage longer string

Solar panel & Inverter* General panel Panel with Optimizer Advantage

Max qty of panels per string  

Power per string

PV combiner box (16 in)

Central Inverter (16 in)

PV cable

Actual working voltage 
per string

*72cells 370W mono panel, 1100V inverter

in

in in

in

DC cable String qty/Labor costs/cable loss

connect 30% panles more

increase 30% power more

Cost

Cost

Cost

General solar panel: 20pcs /string (1100V inverter), 28pcs/string (1500V inverter)

Intelligent optimization solar panel: 26pcs/string (1100V inverter), 36pcs/string (1500V inverter)

Solar Panels connection diagram

General solar panel

1 to 1 intelligent optimizer ATHENA 600

1 to 2 intelligent optimizer ATHENA 1200
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Micro Inverter

Plug-in Optimizer

Tripartite Optimizer

shorttime 
Shadow 
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panel surface 
dirty

Front and rear 
occlusion

Weighted average

*The data is quoted from the comparative empirical data of the Tiel solar panel 
  factory located in the Changzhou test site


